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Abstract: This presentation shows various exhibits of National, Prefectural, and Municipal
Archives in Japan using pictures from their homepages or SNS including “virtual exhibits” or
international collaborative exhibits like JFK in the National Archives of Japan. Since the Public
Records and Archives Management Act was enforced in 2011, archival issues are slightly
changed and the people are getting more concerned about the public records management.
Considerable provincial archives start use of Twitter or Facebook, therefore we learn their
activities. Most of their exhibits are created by the archivists themselves.
The National Archives of Japan is planned to build the new facility near the Diet and enhance
the public relations to people through the exhibitions. (Passive mode indicates that National
Archives itself cannot take the initiative, because NAJ is just a “incorporated administrative
agency”.) Discussions are:
● the roles and function of exhibits of Archive comparing with the museums
● who take in charge of exhibits in Archives? Should archivists be exhibit designers?
● the importance of exhibits comparing with other functions and activities of Archives
● what is the most important mission of archives?
● the efforts for exhibits provided by the archives under the tight budget and small
personnel
● comparison with the exhibitions of other countries including archives in the United States
(Archives Museum in DC or Paris)
The presenter will ask the audience telling their own institutions’ exhibits.
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